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Preface 

The IEEE Chapter on Consumer Electronics in the Benelux was founded in the late 
nineties to support events that are related to applications of Consumer Electronics, and 
is part of the international IEEE CE Society. The CE domain is growing yearly, due to the 
continuous advances in technology in the area of computing, communication and storage. 

The first workshop of the Benelux CE Section was devoted to multimedia video coding 
for Internet applications. The MPEG video compression standards have been a 
phenomenal success for the recording and digital distribution of video signals. From 
these standards, MPEG-2 is most widely applied (e.g. DVD) and MPEG-4 is studied for 
e.g. portable applications of video systems. The widely accepted use of communication 
in computer networks is gradually becoming part of the consumer electronics area, 
leading to communicating consumer video over the Internet. This was the theme of the 
first workshop. 

The second workshop of the Benelux CE Section was devoted to the design of 
multimedia architectures, motivated by the ever increasing density of transistors in a chip. 
This development poses system designers with the challenge to deal with very complex 
and divers architectures inside a single system. Given this growing complexity, many CE 
manufacturers outsource the design of subsystems. The system design owner should 
subsequently solve the problem of smooth integration and operation of the various 
subsystems. This complexity control problem occurs both in software and hardware 
design. 

Media processing is often characterized by highly fluctuating, content dependent, 
resource requirements. Combined with their real-time constraints, media processing puts 
high demands on resource management in networked embedded systems. This is 
especially true for consumer systems that provide high-quality media, which have a low 
tolerance for artifacts and quality fluctuations. The above considerations have led to the 
theme of the third workshop, which was organized by the Benelux CE Section in 
conjunction with the Mathematics and Computer Science Department of the Technische 
Universiteit Eindhoven. 

The fourth workshop was on 3D-Television and was developed in close cooperation with 
Philips Research. In 3D-TV, the creation of depth signals and correct 3D signals is of 
crucial importance for substantiating the transmission of such signals and a good 3D 
reconstruction. This workshop discussed various techniques to create such signals in a 
sound way and also how such signals should be coded for transmission. 

This fifth workshop is primary lead by the 'Werkgemeenschap for Information and 
Communication Theory" (WIC) which regularly organizes so-called midwintermeetings of 
a tutorial nature in conjunction with the IEEE Chapter of Information Theory. The IEEE 
CE Chapter has joined this event, since this years' theme on IP-TV is so close to the 
above-given list of events on media coding. 

The first lecture, given by Dr. Ralph Schaefer of the Heinrich Hertz Institute of Berlin, 
explains the key video coding standard for digital TV applications which is MPEG AVC or 
H.264 compression. This standard offers the best compression for broadcast TV signals 
at the moment and is therefore the primary candidate for IP-TV systems. Dr. Schaefer 
and his colleague Dr. Thomas Wiegand of the same department have played a leading 
role in chairing the H.264 standardization and validating the standard. 
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We are happy that Mr. Keith Baker of Philips Consumer Electronics will address the 
market developments and discuss prospects of IP-TV. Mr. Baker is innovation manager 
at Philips Applied Technologies where he is regularly involved in spotting strategic 
innovations and the deSign of first-of-a-kind TV systems. There are currently several 
strategic reports on IP-TV available and the considerations made in recent reports are 
certainly addressed. 

We are happy to also have speakers from the real TV broadcasting industry. Mr. Werner 
Ramaekers of the Flemish Radio and TV Broadcasting Corporation (VRT) is the third 
speaker of the workshop. He will address the practice of modern broadcasting as it is 
now in Belgium and he will address the challenges that IP-TV poses to existing TV 
broadcasting. 

We are honored that Prof. Gunnar Karlsson of the Royal Institute KTH from Stockholm, 
Sweden, has accepted as a fourth speaker for presenting the networking aspects of IP
TV systems. Broadcasting TV over the Internet is a complicated matter for many reasons. 
He will address the IP, that is the Internet Protocol and the usefulness of the protocol and 
the Internet for Video streaming and TV applications. 

Dr. Chris Lefrere presents the final lecture of this workshop. He is with the Belgian 
company Telenet, who are leading in establishing interactive TV applications in the 
market and having access to the viewing behavior of the TV viewers, thus the customers. 
Dr. Lefrere will address iDTV aspects in his presentation. Unfortunately, his presentation 
could not be made available for printing (on his request), which explains the empty spot 
in these proceedings. 

The IEEE Benelux Chapters on Consumer Electronics and Information Theory and the 
Electrical Engineering faculty of the Technische Universiteit Eindhoven (TUfe) are 
pleased to offer this workshop and the enclosed topics to a wide audience. They 
gratefully acknowledge the VCA group of the Signal Processing Systems (SPS) dept. of 
the TUfe for their support, and the stimulating help of Prof. Peter Schelkens and Dr. 
Frans Willems. 

These proceedings contain a mixture of slide copies addressing the themes of the 
individual lectures. This simple approach was chosen to give maximum flexibility to the 
authors with minimum effort, thereby allowing the input of the latest material. 

Peter H.N. de With 

Board member IEEE Benelux Chapter CE 
and IT 
Professor Video Coding and Architectures, 
Electronics Engineering Faculty, 
Technische Universiteit Eindhoven, 
The Netherlands 
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Program of "WIC Midwintermeeting on IP-Television (IP-TV)" 

One-day workshop at the Technische Universiteit Eindhoven (TUfe), The Netherlands, 
on January 19th

, 2007. Organized by the 'Werkgemeenschap voor Informatie en 
Cornmunicatietheorie" and IEEE Benelux Chapters on Consumer Electronics and 
Information Theory. 

Organization committee 
Prof.dr. Peter H.N. de With (TUfe, LogicaCMG) 
Prof.dr. Peter Schelkens (VUB, Brussels, Belgium) 
M.Sc. Goran Petrovic (TUfe), and 
Dr.ir. Frans M.J. Willems (TUfe). 

Workshop Program 

09:30 - 09:55 hrs 

10:00 -10:10 hrs 

10:10 -11:00 hrs 

Break 

11 :30 -12:20 hrs 

Lunch 

13:40 - 14:30 hrs 

14:30 - 15:20 hrs 

Break 

15:45 - 16:35 hrs 

16:35 - 16:40 hrs 

Registration and coffee 

Opening Midwintermeeting, Prof.dr. Peter H.N. de With (TUfe) 

Dr. Ralf Schaefer (Heinrich Hertz Institute, Berlin, Germany) 
"H.264 Video Coding standard overview and its suitability for IP
TV" 

Ir. Keith Baker (Philips Applied Technol., Eindhoven, The 
Netherlands) 
"Can't Pay Won't Pay will drives at Home IP Media Distribution" 

Ir. Werner Ramaekers (Flemish Radio- and Television Network -
VRT, Brussels, Belgium) 
"IP-TV: Challenges for a broadcast company" 

Prof. dr. Gunnar Karlsson (Royal Institute of Technology - KTH, 
Stockholm, Sweden) 
''The IP in IP-TV: the Networking Aspects" 

Dr. Chris Lefrere (Telenet, Belgium) 
"Under the hood of iDTV technical aspects" 

Closing by WIC chairman, Dr. Jos H. Weber (TU Delft) 
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was leader of several research projects. Since 1989 he is head 
of the Image Processing Department. In the department he is 
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Media Technologies and MikroM GmbH. He is member of the Steering Committees of 
the Picture Coding Symposium (PCS) and the Packet Video Workshop (PV) as well as of 
the German "Society for Information Technology" (ITG), where he is chairman of experts 
committee "Digital Coding" (FA 3.2). Furthermore he is member of the German "Society 
for Television and Motion Picture Technology" (FKTG), where he belongs to the URTEL 
Award Committee. In 1986 he received the paper award of the ITG and in 2000 the 
Richard Theile Medal of the FKTG. 

Keith Baker is Open Innovation manager for Philips Applied 
Technologies in Eindhoven, project leader for a large number of 
Eureka projects under the MEDEA+ and ITEA programmes. He 
received his B.Sc. and M.Sc. from University of Essex in UK. 
Also went to the same school as AIi-G, but Keith completed his 
education at this now famous educational establishment in 
Staines. He invites you to Google "Torque Kills Baker" and 
consider the consequences of future media landscape were 
"smart narcotics" can be created using nanotechnology. 
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H.2S4 Video Coding standard overview and its suitability 
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H.264 Video Coding Standard 
Overview and its Suitability 

for IP-TV 

19.01.2007 

Introduction 

Ralf Schafer 

Fraunhofer Heinrich-Hert%-Institut 
schaefer@hhi.de 

http;llip.hhi.de 

Slide 1 

Fraunhofer I •• tltut 
Nacb,'<btentKhnik 

I:l Standardisation: History, Objectives, and Applications 

I:l H.264/AVC overview 

I:l New or improved coding tools 

• Motion Compensated Prediction 

• Intra Prediction 

• Prediction Error Coding 

• Deblocking Filter 

• Entropy Coding 

I:l Profiles and Levels 

I:l System layer 

[J Scalable extension - SVC 

I:l H.265 - an outlook 

[J Conclusions 

19.01.2007 
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Variable block size Variable block size 
(16x16 - 4x4) + (16x16 - 8x8) + 
quarter-pel + quarter-pel 
muKi·frame motion compensation 

motion compensation (MPEG-4,l998) ___ 

(H.264/AV / / ~ 38 

36 Bit-rate Reduction: 75% 
35 ...... .•.......•. 
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19.01.2007 
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DCTcoding 
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Foreman 
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Fraunhofer In,tltu, 
N.chrichtente<hnlk 
~.lnrlch-Hertz·I"'tltut 

100 Mbitls 

20 Mbitls 

1 Mbitls 

64 kbitls 

8 kbit/s 

Slid. 4 
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• Improved Coding Efficiency 

• Average bit rate reduction of 50% given fixed fidelity compared to 

any other standard 

• Complexity vs. coding efficiency scalability 

• Improved Network Friendliness 

• Issues examined in H.263 and MPEG-4 are further improved 

• Anticipate error-prone transport over mobile networks and the wired 

and wireless Internet 

• Simple syntax specification 

• Targeting simple and clean solutions 

• Avoiding any excessive quantity of optional features or profile 

configurations 
Slide 5 

19.01.2007 fraunhofer InstiM 
Nacbrldttentechnik 
HeinrichkHertl·.fnstitut 

• Identical specifications have been approved in both 
ITU-T I VCEG and ISO/IEC I MPEG 

• In ITU-T I VCEG this is a new & separate standard 

• ITU-T Recommendation H.264 

• ITU-T Systems (H.32x) will be modified to support it 

• In ISOIIEC I MPEG this is a new "part" in the MPEG-4 suite 

• Separate codec design from prior MPEG-4 visual 

• New part 10 called "Advanced Video Coding" (AVC - similar to "AAC" 
position in MPEG-2 as separate codec) 

• MPEG-4 Systems I File Format has been modified to support it 

• H.222.0 I MPEG-2 Systems also modified to support it 

• IETF has specified RTP payload packetization 

• SlideS 

19.01.2007 Fraunhofer IMIIM 
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Only Restrictions on the Bitstream, Syntax, and Decoder are 
standard ized: 

- Permits optimization beyond the obvious 

-Permits complexity reduction for implementability 

- Provides no guarantees of quality 

Source 

Destination 

• 19.01.2007 Fraunhofer Institu! 

Slide 7 

Nachrichtentechnik 

• Many standards contain different configurations of capabilities -
often based in "profiles" & "levels" 
- A profile is usually a set of algorithmic features 
- A level is usually a degree of capability 

(e.g. resolution or speed of decoding) 

• H.264/AVC has four profiles 
- Baseline (lower capability plus error resilience, e.g., 

videoconferencing, mobile video) 
- Main (high compression quality, e.g., broadcast) 
- Extended (added features for efficient streaming) 

High Profiles 

19.01.2007 
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Coded Slice/Partition 

Network Abstraction Layer 

19.01.2007 

$1id&9 

Fraunhofer In.tlM 

Nacb,l(blentedl.ik 

o Macroblocks: 16x16 luma + 2 X 8x8 chroma samples 

o Input: Association of luma and chroma and conventional 
sub-sampling of chroma (4:2:0) 

o Block motion displacement 

o Motion vectors over picture boundaries 

o Variable block-size motion 

o Block transforms 

o Scalar quantization 

o I, P, and B coding types 

19.01.2007 
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• Slices: 
• A picture is split into 1 or 

several slices 
• Slices are self-contained 
• Slices are a sequence of 

macroblocks 

• Macroblocks: 
• Basic syntax & processing unit 
• Contains 16x161uma samples 

and 2 x 8x8 chroma samples 
• Macroblocks within a slice 

depend on each other 
• Macroblocks can be further 

partitioned 

19.01.2007 

2 3 6 7 

Coded Block Pattern for 
Luma in Bx6 blocK order: 
signals which of the Bx8 
blocks contains at least one 
4x4 block with non-zero 
transform coefficients 

19.01.2007 
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Luma 4x4 block order for 4x4 
intra prediction and 4x4 
residual coding 
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Chroma 4x4 block order for 4x4 
residual ceding. shown as 16-
25. and intra 4x4 prediction. 
shown as 18-21 and 22-25 

• Slid. 12 
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t9.01.2007 

Split into 
Macroblocks 
16x16 pixels 

19.01.2007 

Control 
-----------------------+ Data \\ 

1----.... -------:- Quant. .. 

'.~~~----,-

Motion 
'----------r---------+Da~ 

Control Data 
_ ...... _ ............ _ ............... ----- ------,. 

, , 
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Output 
Video 
Signal 
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19.01.2007 

• Half sample positions 
are obtained by 
applying a 6-tap filter 
with tap values: 
(1, -5, 20, 20, -5, 1) 

• Quarter sample 
positions are obtained 
by averaging samples 
at integer and half 
sample positions 

19.01.2007 
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full sample reference pOSitions 
o fractional sample positions 
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4 Prior Decoded Pictures 
as Reference 

Current 
Picture 

1. Extend motion vector 
by reference picture 
index~ 

2. Provide reference 
pictures at decoder 
side 

3. In case of bi-predictive 
pictures: decode 2 sets 
of motion parameters 

Can jOintly exploit scene cuts, aliasing. uncovered 
background and other effects with one approach 

19.01.2007 
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• New types of dependencies: 
- Referencing order and display order are decoupled 
- Referencing ability and picture type are decoupled 

19.01.2007 

19.01.2007 

II;;:==~~~::::;t=~ 
Slide 19 

Frau" hofer In,tlM 
Nachrithtentethnik 
Heinrich~Hertz·lnstitut 
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• 4x4 Block Integer Transform 

Ho[t =; ~ ~:l 
• Repeated transform of DC coeffs for 

8x8 chroma and some 16x16 Intra 
luma blocks 

EB 
19.01.2007 

D Logarithmic step size control 

Motion 
~--~-----------+Dam 

D Smaller step size for chroma (per H.263 Annex T) 

D Extended range of step sizes 

D Can change to any step size at macro block level 

Slide 21 
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D Quantization reconstruction is one multiply, one add, one shift 

19.01.2007 
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I:l Improves subjective visual and objective quality of the decoded picture 
I:l Significantly superior to post filtering 
I:l Filtering affects the edges of the 4x4 block structure 

I:l Highly content adaptive filtering procedure mainly removes blocking 
artifacts and does not unnecessarily blur the visual content 

- On slice level, the global filtering strength can be adjusted to the 
individual characteristics of the video sequence 

- On edge level, filtering strength is made dependent on inter/intra, 
motion, and coded residuals 

- On sample level, quantizer dependent thresholds can turn off 
filtering for every individual sample 

- Specially strong filter for macroblocks with very flat characteristics 
almost removes "tiling artifacts" 

SUd. 23 
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Highly compressed decoded inter picture 

1) Without Filter 2) with H264/AVC Deblocking 

19.01.2007 

19.01.2007 
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o Exp-Golomb code is used universally for almost all 
symbols except for transform coefficients 

o Context adaptive VLCs for coding of transform coefficients 

• No end-of-block, but number of coefficients is decoded 

• Coefficients are scanned backwards 

• Contexts are built dependent on transform coefficients 

19,01,2007 Fraunhofer In,lltu! 
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Nachrlchtente,hnik 
Heinrl(h~Hertz·ln5tltut 

[J Transform coefficients are coded with the following elements: 

- Number of non-zero coefficients 

- Levels and signs for all non-zero coefficients 

- Total number of zeros before last non-zero coefficient 

- Run before each non-zero coefficient 

Slido2B 

19,01,2007 Fraullhofe~ In,tltut 
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o Usage of adaptive probability models for most symbols 

o Exploiting symbol correlations by using contexts 

o Restriction to binary arithmetic coding 

i! 
c 
.9 
1:) 
:I 

~ 
CD 

! • :!: 
.J:l 

• Simple and fast adaptation mechanism 

• Fast binary arithmetic codec based on table look·ups 
and shifts only 

19.01.2007 
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Average Bit-Rate Savings CABAC VII. VLClCAVLC for SO Interlace sequences 
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4 
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0 
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QP 
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Four profiles: 
- Baseline 

- Extended 

- Main 

- High 

19.01.2007 

• Baseline (Videoconferencing & Wireless) 
I and P picture types (not B) 

- In-loop deblocking filter 
- 114-sample motion compensation 

Slide 31 

Fraunhofer Indltut 
Nachrlchtent •• hnlk 
Helnrlch-l«Inz·lndltut 

- Tree-structured motion segmentation down to 4x4 block size 
- VLC-based entropy coding (No CABAC) 
- Some enhanced error resilience features 

• Flexible macroblock ordering 
• Arbitrary slice ordering 
• Redundant slices 

19.01.2007 
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Main Profile (esp. Broadcast/Entertainment) 

- All Baseline features except enhanced error resilience features 

- B pictures 

- CABAC 

- Adaptive block-size transforms 

- MB-Ievel frame/field switching 

- Adaptive weighting for Band P picture prediction 

- Note: Main is not exactly a superset of Baseline 

19,01,2007 

- All Baseline features 

- B pictures 

- More error resilience: Data partitioning 

- SP/SI switching pictures 

- Note: Extended Profile is a superset of Baseline 

19,01.2007 
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Supporting 8-bit video with 4:2:0 sampling, addressing high-end consumer 
use and other applications using high-resolution video without a need for 
extended chroma formats or extended sample accuracy. 

D The High 10 profile (Hi1 OP): 

Supporting 4:2:0 video with up to 10 bits of representation accuracy per 
sample. 

D The High 4:2:2 profile (H422P): 

Supporting up to 4:2:2 chroma sampling and up to 10 bits per sample. 

D The High 4:4:4 profile (H444P): 

Supporting up to 4:4:4 chroma sampling, up to 14 bits per sample, and 
additionally supporting efficient lossless region coding. 

D 3 additional Intra only Profiles for High 10, High 4:2:2 and High 4:4:4 

• Slide 35 

19.01.2007 Fraunhofer In.titut 

Nachrichtentechnik 

New coding tools are: 

D Support of an adaptive block-size for the residual spatial frequency 
transform 
4x4 or 8x8 transform 

D Support of encoder-specified perceptual-based quantization scaling 
matrices 

Either default or user defined matrix 

D Support of efficient lossless representation of specific regions in video 
content 

Bypass transform and quantization and use prediction and entropy coding 
only 

19.01.2007 
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Max macro- Max 
Max decoded 

Max Vertical MV 
Level block proces- frame picture buffer video component range 
No. sing rate size 

size 
bit rete MaxVmvR 

(MB/s) (MBs) (kbit/s) (Iuma frame samples) 

1485 99 148.5 64 [-64,+63.75] SOCIF 

lb 1485 99 148.5 128 [-64,+63.75] SOCtF 

1.1 3000 396 337.5 192 [-128,+127.75] OCtF 

1.2 6000 396 891.0 384 [-128,+ 127.75] OCtF 

1.3 11880 396 891.0 768 (-128,+127.75] OCIF 

2 11880 396 891.0 2000 [-128,+127.75] CIF 

2,1 19800 792 1782.0 4000 [-256,+255.75] CIF 

2.2 20250 1620 037.5 4000 [-256,+255.75) 4CIF 37 

19.01.2007 Fraunhofer Instltut 
Nadl,idltonted1nik 

Max macroblock Max Max Vertical MV 
processing 

Max frame decoded video component range 
size (MBs) picture bit rate (MB/s) 

buffer size (kbit/s) 
(Iuma frame samples) 

3 40 500 1620 3037.5 10000 [-256,+255.75] SD 

3.1 108000 3600 6750.0 14000 [-512.+511.75) 720p 

3.2 216000 5120 7680.0 20000 [-512,+511.75) SXGA 

4 245760 8192 12288.0 20000 [-512,+511.75] 1080 I 

4.1 245760 8192 12288.0 50000 [-512,+511.75] 1080 I 

491520 8192 12288.0 50000 [-512,+511.75] 2k 

522240 8704 13056.0 50000 [-512,+511.75) 2k 

589824 22080 41400.0 135000 [-512,+511.75) 16VGA 

983040 36864 69120.0 240000 [-512,+511.75] 4k 
3Il 

19.01.2007 Fraunhofer ''''11M 
Na,hrl,ht.ntechnik 
Hein,lth·Herb-lmtitut 
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• Broadcast over cable, satellite, DSL, terrestrial, etc. 
• Interactive or serial storage on optical and magnetic devices, DVD, 

etc. 
• Conversational services over ISDN, Ethernet, LAN, DSL Wireless 

Networks, modems, etc. or a mixture of several. 
• Video-an-demand or multimedia streaming services over ISDN, DSL 

Ethernet, LAN, Wireless Networks, etc. 
• Multimedia Messaging Services (MMS) over ISDN, DSL, Ethernet, 

LAN, Wireless Network, etc. 
• New applications over existing and future networks! 

How to handle this variety of applications and networks? 

Slide 39 

19.01.2007 Fraunhofer Institut 

Nachrichtentechnik 

Video Coding Layer 

Macroblock 

19.01.2007 
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Mapping of H.264/AVC video to transport layers like 
• RTP/IP for any kind of real-time wireline and wireless Internet 

services (conversational and streaming) 
• File formats, e.g. ISO MP4 for storage and MMS 
• H.32X for wireline and wireless conversational services 
• MPEG-2 systems for broadcasting services, etc. 
Outside the scope the H.264/AVC standardization, but awarenessl 

Provision of appropriate mechanisms and interfaces 

• Provide mapping to network and to facilitate gateway design 
• Key Concepts: Parameter Sets, Network Abstraction Layer (NAL) 

Units. NAL unit and byte-stream formats 
Completely within the scope of H.264/AVC standardization 

Side 41 

19.01.2007 Fraunhofer 'nstillrt 
Na<hrichltnlttbnik 
Holnrkh·Hertz-lMtitut 

Constraints: 
• Many relevant networks are packet switched networks 
• Mapping packets to streams is easier than vice versa 
• Undetected bit-errors practically do not exist on the application layer 

Architecture: NAL units as the transport entity 
• NAL units may be mapped into a bit stream ... 
• ... or forwarded directly by a packet network 
• NAL units are self-contained (independently decodable) 
• The decoding process assumes NAL units in decoding order 
• The integrity of NAL units is signaled by the correct size (conveyed 

externally) and the forbidden_bit set to O. 

Slide 42 

19.01.2007 Fraunhofer In.tiM 
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NAL unit header: 1 byte consisting of 
• forbidden_bit (1 bit): may be used to signal that a NAl unit is corrupt (useful 

e.g. for decoders capable to handle bit errors) 
• naLstorage_idc (2 bit): signals relative importance, and if the picture is 

stored in the reference picture buffer 
• naLuniUype (5 bit): signals 1 of 10 different NAl unit types 

- Coded slice (regular VCl data), 
Coded data partition A, S, C (DPA, DPS, DPC), 

- Instantaneous decoder refresh (IDR), 
Supplemental enhancement information (SEI), 
Sequence and picture parameter set (SPS, PPS), 

- Picture delimiter (PD) and filler data (FD). 
NAl unit payload: an emulation prevented sequence of bytes. 

19.01.2007 

19.01.2007 

Access Unit n+ 1 
---------------------------------, 

Rcturen+l, 
first slice 

24 

Rcturen+ 1, 
last slice 

NJl.LUnit 

Slide 43 
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NJl.LUnit 
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Server PC 

Coded 
Data 

19.01.2007 
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NAL Unit to be fragmented 

u 

~ 
RJ = Ragmentation Unit 

AUD = A(X;IiiS'l Unit Delimiter 

~ 
-----------~----------/ 

FU packets 
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NAL 

TS 

19.01.2007 

scene 

19.01.2007 
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Facing the scenario of heterogeneous media delivery: 
Different users 

Different needs 

Different displays 

Different links 

Flexible source coding, i.e. scalability is needed 
- Simple adaptation to different bit-rates, frame rates or spatial resolutions of the video 

content on a bit-stream level 

Realization of a fully scalable video coding scheme as an extension of H.264/AVC 
HHI proposed an SVC scheme, which incorporates the concept of Temporal, Spatial 
and SNR Scalability into the H.264/AVC framework. 

This approach outpertormes all competing approaches, which used spatial 
wavelets, by far. 

HHI's proposal has been selected as basis for MPEG-4 SVC 

19.01.2007 

prediction 

19.01.2007 
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prediction 

19.01.2007 

prediction 

19.01.2007 
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key picture 
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GOP border 

Hierarchical B-frames are also a very efficient coding tool for H.2641AVC! 

19.01.2007 

General 

Decomposition 

of a GrOllpOf ~ 
;3 ... 

Plctur"""iI\g "-
Group 0' PloNr .. I Motion-Camp, 

~ 
Temporal ~ 

"-
Filtering ~ 

"' (MCTF) 

19.01.2007 
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Transform, 
Seal. I auant. 
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SNRS ... Layor (LayarO) 

SNA Enhancement Layer (Layer 1) 

SIIR EnhancemantLayer (Lay •• fl.l) 
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19.01.2007 

After the development of MPEG-2 some serious people said: 

II SlideS7 

Fraunllofer In'tltut 
N.chrichtontochnik 
HeinrichAHerlz·lnstitut 

"It will not be possible to improve coding efficiency further, 

so let's stop R&D in video coding!" 

Ten years later we have H.264/AVC and everybody wants it! 

[J Can we improve codings efficiency further, how could it work? 

[J Do we really need it? 

II Slide 58 
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One example: 

• Textures with large amount of visible details are difficult to code e.g., grass, 
sand, clouds, water .. , 

• Viewer often does not perceive large differences between different versions 
of grass, sand, clouds, water ... -> image synthesis at the decoder 

Where is the original texture? 

19.01.2007 

Video In 

Side Info 

Video coding using a 

S!do 59 
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Video 
Out 

texture analyzer (TA) and a texture synthesizer (TS) 

19.01.2007 
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Bit-rate savings: 35% 

19.01.2007 

Bit-rate savings: 23% 

19.01.2007 
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r.J (Video) Information is exploding - there is a need to transmit and store more 

and more data 

Existing analogue archives (films, records, libraries, etc.) will be digitized 

(Google, Ouaero, Theseus, etc.) and enormous amount of data will be made 

available to the public 

[J Wireless transmission will become more and more important but spectrum 

will remain a scarce resource, in spite of spatial multiplexing (MIMO) 

r.J Resolution of video will further increase: Multi-view video, Free Viewpoint 

Video, 3D-video, holographic representations etc. 

H.265 is on its way and it will provide another compression gain 
of 2 within 5 years! 

Slid. 63 
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H.264/AVC is the most efficient and standardized video coding scheme 
By introducing new or improved coding tools, the coding efficiency could be 
increased by a factor 2-3 compared to MPEG-2 although H.265/AVC relies 
on traditional hybrid coding 

[J Competing schemes like VC1 or FLASH are subsets of H.264/AVC providing 
less coding tools (e.g. hierarchical B-frames) and are therefore less efficient 
(and less complex) 

[J Complexity is not an issue for IP-TV as STBs use HW decoder chips, 
therefore video quality should have priority. 

[J Even SW decoding of H.264/AVC @ HD resolution is possible today. 
Cl There are mechanisms (NAL) available to embed H.264/AVC video streams 

into RTP or MPEG2-TS, which is necessary for IP-TV services. 
Cl SVC is an interesting option for IPTV in the future, as it provides graceful 

degradation (and OoS) and is especially suitable for redistribution of video 
over unreliable home networks. 

Cl The next step in video coding (Le. H.265) is on its way, and it seems to be 
possible to obtain another factor of 2 in compression efficiency. Slid. 54 
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Thank you 

We put science into action 

19.01.2007 
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Can't Pay Won't Pay will drives at Home IP Media 

Distribution 

Ir. Keith Baker 

Philips Applied Technologies, Eindhoven, The Netherlands 
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PHff.IPS 

Overview 

Where can IP-TV get Into the market? 

Who will pay for it? 

PhllpsApplied Technologies, KeHh Baker, <2007·01-19> 
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PHILIPS 

Definition 

• ADSL : Common form of 
broadband connection in retail, 
but asymmetric 

• Bittorrent : Social protocol on 
internet used for video files 
transfer 

• DOCIS : Cable Modem standard 
• FTTH : Fibre To The Home 

e.g. l\Juenen Net 
• iMP: a broadband service the 

BBC are developing that allows 
you to use the internet to 
download and watch 
programmes 

PhgipsApplied Technologies, Keith Baker, <2007-01-19> 

PHILIPS 

• Non-Linear TV 
On-demand video services 

• Peering: Virtual zero costs 
access to bandwidth for ISPs 
and other bulk users: e.g. BBC 
only pays 0.1 cents per MB/s per 
year 

• P2P : File sharing network that 
using broadband internet 

• TV without Frontier 
Legal Framework for European 

broadcasti ng. 
• VOD : Video on Demand 

Media was (and still is) important 

• Media still has impact 
-Not 1930's with the "War of World" radio broadcast 
-Population are hardened and very very cynical 

• Look at major Industries such as Sport 
-Position of the monopoly is most important: 

• Sky and the English Football Monopoly 
• Plan used of DVB technology by News Corp 

• Political influence is still important at EU level 
-"TV without Frontiers" 
-Non-linear content: Battle EU V Nations State 

Philips Applied Technologies, Keith Baker, <2007-01-19> 
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AHILIPS 

Content is Not King: ANDREW ODL YZKO 

PHILIPS 

Television 
Roadblocks - The biggest challenges 

1. New media rights issues: access, trade terms, 
contracts and exploitation 

2. Collective management of rights (collecting 
societies) 

3. Inconsistent application of broadcast and telecoms 
regulation to new media TV distribution in some 
countries 

4. Unwillingness to damage existing revenue streams 
holding back new media exploitation 

Philips Appli",JTeclY1ologj •• , KeiUl Baker, <2007-{)1-19> 
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What do people actually pay for: Football 

Philips Applied Technologies, Kelh Baker, <2007·01·19> 

pHIUPS 

EU interest and position 

- Pan European Network: As DV8-S should have 
-Direct communication with the Voters 

- Problems of IP-TV seen a Right issue 

-I don't agree, but the Media disaggregation process 
is important to understand for future. 

Philips Applied Technologies, K •• h Bak.r, <2007·01·19> 
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PHILIPS 

Television 
Roadblocks - 1 . New 

Philp. Applied T ochnologio., Kolh Baker, <2007-1)1·19, 

IMtUPS 

Television 
Roadblocks - 2. Collective management ~--=:-:..::.. 

PhHlps Applied Technologies, Ke!h Baker, <200H)I·I9> 
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Television 
Roadblocks - 3. Regulation of new media TV 
distriuUl~r---~ 

PhKips Applied Technologies, Keith Baker, <2001..Q1*19> 

PHILIPS 

Television 
Roadblocks - 4. Reluctance to license 

Unwillingness to damage existing 
revenue streams holding back 
new media exploitation 

stakeholders 

Philps Applied leU1",llOgIeS, "0"" 
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PHILIPS 

Market Driven IP-TV 

-IP-TV is old wine in new bottles 

-Consumer reaction in Netherlands to IP-TV 
-least accepted of digital TV technologies 

-Major IPTV project are delayed Swisscom IPTV 
Flagship 

-Fastweb I P-TV network owners has sold out to 
create a P2P network 

Philp. Applied Tachnologl •• , Keith Baker, <2007-01·19, 

PHILIPS 

Can't Pay Won't Pay for VOD : P2P 

- P2P network use Internet friendly protocols for the 
virtual zero cost distribution of large files. 

- Disputed P2P networks such as Bittorrent are 
already by over 600,000 users Europe to receive US 
HDTV content: e.g. 24, Battlestar-Galactica, 
Enterprise, Desperate Housewives. etc. 

- Bittorrent protocol in inherently scalable: could be 
used any infinite number of users; provide they are 
social minded, and have internet bandwidth to share 

Philips Applied Technologies, KeKh Baker, <2OO7,OH9> 
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RHILIRS 

Figure 37: How would you prefer to pay for audlovlsu.iill content (e.g. music, TV 
programmes, movies) you stream or download from the Internet to your 
computer? 
~""": AlI.respooden", 

PhiUps Applied T actinologies, Keith Bilker, <.2007-01·19::. 

RHILIRS ~ 

Who wants I P-TV to Work 

• European Union 

• Telco for a Triple Play 

• The rest don't care or don't wish it! 

Phiips Applied T echnologl .. , Keith Baker, <2007-01-19> 
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PHILIPS 

Figure 31: How often, if at all, do you do the following? 
B8S!I: All respondents 

Philips Applied T ochnologies, Keith Baker, <2007-01-19> 

PHILIPS 

Flgur~~; H9Wo,Uch eac,. month (on top of anything you a.re already paying 
Your diglta.1 TV pt"qvJder) would you be prepared to pay in total to watch 
str~downJoa4e~ nt programmes and movlC!t$ on your PC? 
S8s<i, AJ 'e!lPOndenIs 

Philips Applied Technologies, Kailh Baker, <2007-OH9> 
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PHIUPS ~ 

Figure 2: Please Indicate how Important or deslrabla each of the following 
deVices Is to you 
Base: All respondents 

Digital_", (not onphonel 

iPod 1 <>1M. per.sonal dlgilal nwsI. player 

Slty satellite TV .~bs"'P1lon 

_I digital video player (inoludlng IPod with vldeol 

Fre._ (no TopUp TV) 

WIndows _Ill Contne PC 

Sky + 

DVR (not Sky+1 
Cabl __ ion 

c-__ viewing card 

Non portabl_ DAS radio 

Porta~ DAB nidi<> 

S._ TV (only tree 10 air channelsl 

Freev_ (WIth Top Up) ~""""'-----i----+---i----+-----i 
.". 2Il% 40% '10% 80% ,_ 

RIIspon<IenIs loentifying dfti ... os vory or """"~. 

Philips Applied T eci1nologies, Keith Baker, <2001..()1·19> 

PHILIPS 

Social Issues 

-Openness to Media: Participation (Another slide) 
-Youtube 
-Blindness to "unlawful" use of Copyrighted media 

- Multi-Task 
-Multi-screened room 

- PVR and Advertising 
-Needs creativity 

- Viewing information 
-IPTV specific problem 
-Tum very nasty if distributors think they own 

customer information: see RFID 
PMips Applied Technologies, Kekh Baker, <2007,<)1-19> 
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PHIUPS 

Figure 3&. Which on& of the. following best d&serlbes your atUtud&to 
streaming/downloading full-length TV programmes or full-tengtb movies over 
tl1e internet? '. 
B_:AI1I>l~ 

Philips Applied Toohnologies, Keith Bakor, <2007.01-19> 

PHII.IPS 

Figure 34: Which of the following would you want to download/stream over the 
Internet, to watch or listen to on your PC when you were at home? 
Basa. All ",.poodent. 

FulI-IangUI_ --"~'tV~pr_ TV_.-.uIMo __ 
"~TV __ 

FulIIengIII ...... '" TV_ --_Cllpal---FlIII-liiIIgIhTV ........ _ 

CllpsfromTV~ _ 

_ IDTV_lno_1 
fUllIenglllAocIUIt_ITV __ 

_ IengIIITV __ I __ 

caps_Tlf ........ _ 
I'UlHlJtIIIIhlV_& __ 

capsfromlV""""" _ 
Cllpsfr_TV_e. __ 

C"", ___ ,lV_. 

Cllps_TV __ IrSt __ 

_ not_..,,01_ 

Strange? 
Philips Applied TodvloIogio., Koilh Baker, <2007.01-19> 
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FlgunI 25: Which one of the following providers would you be most likely to 
subscribe to for a "VIdeo on Demand" service? 
Base: All in1J!re$~d I~\'ideo OIl demand _e 

Phitlps Applled T echno!ogies. Keith Baker, <2007 '(}1-19> 

Generation Gap: < 19 year old: broadband hit the 
families 

Couch Potatoes Net-aware and Live 
Open 

Involved 

PhiipsApplI""T.chooIogi •• , Kellh Bakor, <2007-01-19> 
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PHIUPS 

Figure 30: When you are watching television at home on your norma! telftvlslon 
.. do you also do any of theSft activities at the same time? 
Sase: All r$SpOndents 

-_ ... .... 
_ ..... oagIng 

,,-10_ 
\IIIoW PI\CIIO" 

WCIrd~. """--lII\op_lM~ 

~!O_rlIdio """""""_._....... --klnO 
_DVOs"'~ 

-~ ... ~ 
-~~ 

PhBIpsAppiled TechnOlogleo, KeBh Sa""r, <2007-01·19> 

PHILIPS 

If IP-TV can't make it Alone then Team-up 

• Game platforms 
-XBOX360 
-PS3 

• PC : ISV Google and Yahoo 
-Maybe unavoidable 

• Disaggregation by Retailers: Wal-mart 
- E-Bay : Skype and Joost (was TVP) 

• Traditional Media: Hollywood 
- DVD download or BD-Live 

Phllps Applied TeclmOlogl ... Kelt! Saker, <2007-01-19> 
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PII~IIS: 

Pirate Bay: P2P : Bittorrent Technology 

PhDips Applied Technologies, Keith Baker, <2007-01-19> 

PlllIPS 

Broadcasters and P2P 

• UK Broadcasters see P2P as better than broadcast 
-Instant PVR technology on home network 
-Better quality than Broadcast 

• 16:9: Progressive and MPEG4 quality with VBR 
-e.g. as good or better then DVD 

• HDTV distribution proven from US pirate networks 
-Zero cost distribution: 

• no infra-structure 
• no codec costs from ReaVMicrosoftlMPEG4-AVC 
• no spectrum costs or fight with mobile operators 

• BBC and now Sky active with Kontiki 
-BBC caned iMP player 
-Sky in discussion 

• Must have high "National" broadband penetration 

PhQIp. Applied Technologies, Kefth Sa""', <2007,01,19> 
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PHltlPS 

BBC iMP player: Mis-fired P2P network 

Microsoft DRM 

Based on 
Kontiki's OMN 

Killed by Flag-ship Channel owners 

Philpo ApplIed Technologies, Kefth Baker, <2Q07-o1-19> 

PHILIPS 

Create a HDTV P2P Network for Wal-Mart 

Philipo Applied Technologies, Keith Baker, <2007-01-19> 
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Many options based on SD Eco-system + P2P 

HD Digital Broadcast 

Package 
Distribution 

PhHlpsAppiled Technologies, KeKh Baker, <2007-01-19> 

PH I Ii.IPS 

(T/C/S) 

Recording. Archiving. pay 
per bum 

Taming of P2P happening fast in 2006 

• Bittorrent accepted by some Studios 

• E-bay Skype launch: The Venice Project 

• Fastweb Owner move to BabelG urn 

• Many of the P2P technology vendors doing deals 

PhftipsApplied T~ Ke!h Baker, <2007-01-19> 
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PHILIPS 

Vision of Future 

• Packaging of Content for Multi-Display Home 
Viewing 

• Maxima Report 

• Minority report and SO Technology: SO-Live 

PhiipSApplied Technologies, Koih Baker, <.2007-01-19> 

PHILIPS 

IP-TV Future 

• If you can beat join them 

• There are many options? 

PhilipSAppiiod Technologies, Kelh Baker, <.2007-01-19> 
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IP-TV: Challenges for a broadcast company 

Ir. Werner Ramaekers 

Flemish Radio- and Television Network - VRT, Brussels, Belgium 
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t, 

IP-TV 
Challenges for 

a public broadcaster 
ir. Werner Ramaekers 

A 
public broadcaster 

is about ... 
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Content 

Distribution 
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Broadcast TV 2006 

35 

Broadcast TV 2006 
VRT 

3 of the 35 analog tv channels offered by Telenet in Flanders 
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Broadcast TV 2006 
r 

6 of the 35 analog tv channels offered by Telenet in Flanders 

New Consumer patterns 
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Challenge: 
Crossmedia 

Digital TV 
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Digital TV : 8elgacom 
TV 

Growth of tv-channels 

tOOO+---------------------
HO+---------------

800+-------------

4«l~------

-+--
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Growth of tv-channels 
• 277 channels launched in Europe in 2004 

• Situation in the UK (2005) 

• 416 channels of which 

• 47 home shopping 

• 32 music 

• 30 documentary 

• 29 adult 

Digital TV : EPG 
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Stand out from the crowd 

Broadcast vs Telco : 
content 
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Challenge : content 
ri hts and brands 

TelCQ'S becoming international, will search 
for~! pa~ips or alliances 

in content rights and pmduclion 

5,30/0 
of all broadband internet 

subscribers have an IP-TV 
subscription 

Source: Belgacom (2006) 
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The internet 
is all about 

personal choice 

r 
'---. _)t!iilWI.' -~ ""-: 
~~"''''lWf-'llM~,,,~ I 
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Social Software 

-myspace.com 
... li pia"" hlr f"~Jld5 flicliF WIKIPEDIA 

A recipe 
• An individual should get value from 

their contribution 

• These contributions should provide 
value to their peers as well 

• The organization hosting the service 
should derive aggregate value and be 
able to ex ose this back to the users. 
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TV will not be replaced 
by the YouTube's and 

Google video's 

TV viewers 
want this 

not this 
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Your TV will connect 
to the internet 

Open TV platform 

• Linear network programming 

• ''broadcast'' 

• A la carte TV 
• iTunes, XBox, DVD, on demand, ... 

• Peer created content 

• Branded entertainment 
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Apple TV 

TV in 2008 

507 channels and nothing on 
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Continuous role for the 
public broadcaste,r~ "'1(, 

Help 
people 
choose 

Help people choose: r 
trusted brand 
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Help people choose: r 
trusted source 

Continuous role for the 
public broadcaster 

Provide (local) news 
and content not 

covered by commercial 
stations. 

Public service 
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16plus.be = 
localized UserGen 

Challenge 
On-demand I P-TV 
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On-demand I P-TV r 
and P2P 

• The challenge: everyone wants to 
view the same show but at a 
different time 

• A solution: use secure P2P and 
make every viewer also a 
broadcaster 

r~) 
Kazaa, Skype and now 
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Bandwidth usage 
compared 

Digital satellite tv 14-70 Gb/hr 

Compressed 
900 Mb-3 Gb/hr 

digital tv 
TV OIL through 

350 Mb/45' 
file-sharing 

Veniceproject D/L : 220-320 Mb/hr 

P2P U/L : 105 Mb/hr 
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Challenge : keep access to 
• 

Who decides what will 
be successful ? 
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• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

Flickr credits 

b..t!p:/If1ickr.com/photQSidetemporibus5uis!3429567161inlpool-wiimotionl 

http://flickr.com/photos/choosechrisitagsltheveniceproiect/ 

httl2;Uflickr,com/photos/mr biggs/2155925861 

bttp:llflickr.com/photQ§labracati345823656finlpool-peoplewatchinglvl 

http://www_flickr,cQm/photos/oforre!J255896735f 

http:Uwww.flickr.cQm/photos/zenigmat268692364f 

hlIP;//!Iickr,comlpt19tosi213221 09@NOOj279919825i 

IP-TV 
Challenges for 

a public broadcaster 
ir. Werner Ramaekers 

werner.ramaekers@vrt.be 
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The IP in IP-TV: the Networking Aspects 

Prof. dr. Gunnar Karlsson 

Royal Institute of Technology - KTH, Stockholm, Sweden 
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The IP in IP-TV 
The Networking Aspects 

GUNNAR KARLSSON 

Laboratory for Communication Networks 
School of Electrical Engineering 
KTH, Royal Institute of Technology 
Stockholm, Sweden, gk@ee.kth.se 

Acknowledgment 
Thanks to Ignacio Mas at Ericsson 
Research for his kind help! 
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The Internet Protocol suite 

IP networks and the Internet 
• IP networks are based on the Internet Protocol suite 

Internet protocol, IP 
• Two versions: version 4 (current) and 6 (coming) 
• Format or data packets (datagrams) 

Variable length from 0 to 65 kB 
Header 20 or 40 8 (versions 4 and 6), longer wlth options 

• Address structure for data packets 
32-bit addresses for version 4 

- 128-bit addresses for version 6 
- Unicast and multicast (group) addresses 

Transmission control protocol 
• Reliable delivery by means of retransmission 
• Congestion control that regulates the sending rate 
• Port numbers to map data streams onto applications 

User datagram protocol 
• Unreliable delivery, no congestion control 

- For application or network to provlde 

• Port nu mbers 

• The Internet is a global public IP network 
Composed of IP networks owned and operated by different parties 
One common address structure 

• Each IP address must be unique In the Internet 
• Controlled by Internet Assigned Numbers Authority 

also domain names and protocol number aSSignments 
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Structure of the Internet 
• Internet service providers 

• 

- Offer access to the Internet 
- IP-Ievel connectivity 

• Provided by internal 
routing protocols 

- OSFP, IS-IS 

• Based on generic cost 
metric 

- Number of hops 

Peering 
ISPs connect to one 
another 

• Directly or via IXP 
- Internet exchange 

point 

• Routing based on cost 
and policy 

- BGP4 

Internet design philosophy 

• IP over everything 
Common interchange format across underlying network 
technologies 

• Ethernets 
• Optical WDM networks 
• Wireless 

• The end-to-end argument 
- Functions placed at low levels of a system may be 

redundant or of little value when compared with the 
cost of providing them at that low level. 

• End-te-End Arguments in System Design, J.H. Saltzer, D. P, 
Reed, and D. D. Clark, ACI4 Trans. Computer Systems, 1984 

- Provides a separation of roles between the network and the 
hosts 

• Best-effort service model 
- Service performance is not ensured by the network operation 

• Soft state 
- The state is recurrently refreshed 
- Failsafe mode when state times out 
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Internet design philosophy 

• Decentralization 
No one owns or controls the Internet 

• Consequences 
- Scalability 

• Enormolls growth 
Swift development of applications 

• Eg. WWW, Google, BitTorrent, Skype 
"m ., •• ", .. , , •• ,.""., Incremental (slow) development of the whole network 

• Eg, introduction of IP version 6 
Enforcement of rules 

• Source address verification 
• Congestion control 
• Accountability, security and privacy 

Outline of remainder 
• Video over IP networks 

- Unicast and multicast 
- Broadcast and video on demand 
- IP-lV network structure 
- IP-lV versus Internet television 

• Network performance: Quality of service 
- Definition 
- Expectations 

It"" ., •• ", •• , Ino'n •• ".. _ QoS in the network 
- Controlling delay and loss 

• Conclusion 
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Unicast and multicast 
• First remember 

All links are bidirectional 
• Interactlvlty IS Inherently supported 

- Other data can be sent In addition to digital video and audio 
• Control Information 
• Electronic program guides 

• Unicast 

• 

- Each received gets an individual data stream 
• links may carry multiple copies of the same data packets 

Relies on present IP routing protocols 
• Subject to Instability 

Multicast 
Constructs a distribution tree out to all receivers 

• No redundant packets sent on the links 
- Several routing protocols available 

• And branching pOints as dose to the receivers as possible 
• Update tree structure when receivers join and leave the session 

Internet group management protocol (IGMP) 
• Allows the last router on a branch to track group membership 
• Receivers send join and leave messages 
• Soft state to allow for receivers leaving without notice 

Broadcast and on-demand 

• Broadcast 
- Broadcast to limited user groups is called multicast 

• Only distributed where there are receivers 
- One broadcast channel is carried as one multicast group 

• Channel switching means change of groups 
• Join and leave times are potentially long 

• Video on demand uses unicast communication 
..... ' •• "'.".'.'''.''.. - A selected program is streamed directly to the video client 

- Streaming controlled by the real-time streaming protocol 
(RTSP) 

• Allows remote VCR functionality 
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IP-TV network structure 

IP-TV vs Internet television 

• IP television 
- Streaming of video over proprietary IP networks 

• Client-server 
• Charging for the contents 
• Digital 11ghts management 
• Protected from attacks 

Contents selected by operator 
• Urenslng from commercial broadcasters 

Service bundled with data, voice, mobile 
• Triple or quadruple play 
• Services can be combined 
• Interactlvlty 

Issues 
• Management and operations 

- Responsibility ends in the 
- Includes transmissIon aeross home network 

• CompetItion from other video distribution services 
- Cable, sal>!lIite, Internet televiSion 

• Performance 
- Viewing experience 
"- Channel switching 
- Price worthiness 
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IP-TV vs Internet television 

• Internet television 
Streaming of video over the Internet 

• Client-server and peer-tQ-peer 
• Currently unlcast 

IP multicast possible, albeit slow cleployment 
End-sysl>lm (peer-to-peer) multicast 

Open to any party as broadcaster 
• Eg. video podcasts 
• Potential growth In content selections 

Services combined with data, voice 
• Application-level software 
• Rapid evolution of the service 

Issues 
• Digital rights management 
• Charging for contents 
• Vulnerable to security and denlal-of-servlce attacks 
• Quality of service 
• LaCk of multicast in the network 
• Connects computers. not teleVIsion sets 

Quality of service 
• 

• 

What is quality of service? 
Expression of the applications' expectations on the network service 

• Pertains to delivery of messages 
Quality attributes 

Order of delivery 
• Easily transformed intO' delivery de!ay by reordering at recejver 

Replication of messages 
• Trivial to eliminate based on sequence numbers 

Delivery delay 
• Unsurpassable limit; hard real-time communication 
• SUrpassable Istrut with certain probability: soft reaj~time 
• No limit: minimize delay 
• Variations m delivery to maintain synchrony 

Reliability of delivery 
• Fraction of rnessages that Is not delivered or contains errors 
• Reliability may be obtained at \:he ~ost of clelay by ",transmission 
• Fraction of time that the service is una'lailable: faHures and denial of servIce 

attacks 
Security of the delivery 

• Integrity of messages: delivered as sent, not more nor lessl no tampering 
• PriVacy of communicatlon 

Recxxdlng of communication end poInts;; and times 
SrJoopfng of contents 
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Qua lity expectations 
• Delay 

Round-trip: lowers Interactlvlty 
• Up to 300-400 ms acceptable for conversations 

- Late is lost 
- Unclear whether asymmetry is disturbing 

- One-way: lowers responsiveness 
• Latency from click to view 

- Subsecond values 

• Delay variations might need to be equalized 
- Equalization adds to total latency 
- Acceptable values for residual variations are not clear 

KTH Elelltrl •• 1 ... ol .... 'lng • Packet loss 

KTH Eleotrioll' Eagln •• rlno 

- Affects the quality of the reconstructed signal 
• Application, user, coding and context dependent 

- Temporal distribution and average levels 
• Independent losses usually worst case for a given average 
• Burst losses might be worse for error correction 

• Consistency matters, fluctuations annoy 
- The reliability of the QoS metrlcs 

• Bit error 
Not dependent on traffic load for wired networks 

- Ignored In this talk 

QoS in the network 
• The effect of the network load on the service performance 

Best effort 
• The network forwards packets with its best effort 

- Reliability handled end-to-end (TCP) 
• Quality varies with the traffic load In the network 

- Congestion (overload) occurs 
- Packets are delayed and occasionally lost 

• Over dimensioning 
- The load will never or onl y with low probability cause congestion 

• Wastes resources 
- Could be uneconomical 

• Requires good forecasting, dimensioning and deployment 
- Might be difficult to know whether the network has enough reSOllrces 

for all cases 
- Low average utilization does not mean absense of congestion 

Network unprotected against unforeseen load surges 
• Service differentiation (diffserv) 

- Give Important traffic high priority 
• May starve low priority traffic 

Ensure that high-priority traffic has enough resources 
• Over dimensioning or admission control 

• Admission control 
Do not admit more data streams on a route than what It can handle 
Ensures QoS but Introduces blocking of channel requests 
Requires knowledge of network state and properties of new stream 
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QoS in the network 

.'" 
j 

Peak - busy hour - average 

.•. ~~~~~~~ 
.. t$- 'I U t3 ,~ i1' t'to ~,l !~ iI~ ~r '29 ~t 

't~"" 

QoS in the network 

N 

o 

N: average number of 
packets in the system 

N=L (MIMIl) 
I-p 
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Controlled Load Service 
• Design a service class for minimum delay 

- Packet-scale buffering 
• Minimizes delay and jitter 

- Buffering due to asynchrony 
• No smoothing of load variations 

- Packet loss is the main degradation 
• Network state represented by the loss level 

- Rxed amount of capacity allocated to service class 
• Unused capacity available for best effort traffic 

KTH ., •• t" •• , E.O'.'."'. • Limit the loss rate in the network 
- Probe-based admission control 
- Admission based on estimated loss level 

• Setup aborted if probe loss exceeds target value 
• Blocked sessions back off a random time before probing 

again 
- Suitable for 

• Streaming data, video and audio 
• Interactive voice and video 

Configuration in a router 

• Fixed capacity partition on 
all links 
- Allocated rate cannot be 

exceeded 
• Unused capacity 

available at best effort 

• Two service priorities 
- High priority for accepted 

sessions 
- Low priority for probes 
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Probing procedure 
Sender Issues stream of probe packets 

Sent at desired peak rate (constant rate) 
• Small share of total capacity for the class 

Probe packets have low priority 
• See only 8vailabi€ capacity in service class 

Probe length not speclfled 
&I Short probes lead to estimate with poor confidence 

Receiver measures loss of probe packets 
Estimates packet-loss probability with some confidence level 

• Estlmati.: based on normal distribution 
- Compares estimate with decision level 

• Accepts the call jf loss beloY-J the level 

• Notifies the sender of the decision 

Successful establishment 
Sencier may now transfer data at high priority 

• Sending rate may not eX(&='A probe fat'e 
- R8te ttlay at any time be recliJced 
... JnCl"ei5se In !"!Its requires probing for increment 

Failed setup 
Sender walts a random time before issuing new probe 

• Interval for distrib"tIOn doubled for each new failed attempt 
• Vtlifl randomize retrials if failure IS due to too many simultaneous: probes 

PBAC Performance 
• Analytic model 

- Single probe seSSion, single packet buffer 
• Probe packet lost If not sent before the next arrives 
• Depends on the residual time of the busy period for the hlgh

priority queue 
loss of probe packets Independent 

• Probe rate low compared to total rate 
Infinite buffer for high-priority data packets 

• Modeled as an 14/D/1 queue 
• High degree of multiplexing, small sessions 

• NS-2 simulations 
It1'fI Bl.crtl1 ••• 1 .. ,11 ..... ,.. - Accepted sources: 

• On-off Markov, peak rates 100 kb/s and 1 Mbls 
• Average on 20 ms and off 35.3 ms 
• Packet size 128 bytes 
• Average session length SO s, exponentially distributed 

Probing 
• Duration 2 s 
• Packet size 64 bytes 
• Confidence level for loss probability estimate 95% 

- link 
• Two cases 1 MbS/s (for fi" 100 Icb/s) and 10 Mb/s for ('ff 1 Mbs/) 
• sessions arrive as Poisson process, average arrival rate sets load 
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PBAC for Multicast 

• Two multicast groups per session 
- Data group 
- Probe group 

• Admission control for senders and receivers 
Senders probe to root of tree 

• Accepted senders probe receivers continuously 
- Only distributed If there are problng receivers 

Receivers join probe group 
.. Join data group if loss less than threshold 
• Drop out of the probe group 
• Blocking probability given by bottleneck link in tree 

Conclusion 
IPlV 

Technical solutions available 
• Proprietary network aUo .... ~'S fast de>~oyment 

Charging fur contents 
• AHo\\'S micos to have part of content-provider profits 

Service bundling and combined services 
• One~stop provider for all communication services 
• Evolution of the teie'llston concept 

Network challenges for IP-TV 
QoS mechanisms 

• Scheduling 
• Admission contrOl 

Management 
• The network Includes the customer's home network 
'" Monitoring and troubleshooting 
• Customer support 

Performance 
'" Channel switchlng times 

- Multicast joln and leave 
- Play out buffertng In set-top 00)( 
- Decod .. g dela1' 

• Dimensioning 
- Humberof stmulblneous channels per residential gm:ewey 

" limited by DSlcapaclty 
- Number of slmultDneous channels In edge network 

» SQth mU!tlc.Mt TV h;nad;::a$l;artd VoO unkast 
- Populanty dlsb1bution over provided channefs ~nd OvertimE! 
- Costeffic:lency 
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Conclusion 

• IP-TV vs Internet television 
- Possibly complimentary 

.. IP-TV provides contents for broad audiences 

.. Internet television provides broad contents for niche 
audiences 

- Competition possible 
.. Most IP-TV functions possible to provide in the hosts 
.. The Venice project 
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Under the hood of iDTV technical aspects 

Dr. Chris Lefrere 

Telenet, Belgium 

Slides of Dr. Lefrere were not made available for printing on his explicit wish. 
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